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In the mid 90s, an uncle of ours suggested us to start a trust to help
needy people with educational aid and also to participate in propagating
our culture and religion. Recalling our grandfather and the social activi-
ties he was involved with, he suggested that we grand children should
do some useful activity in his memory. This set us thinking. We grand-
children of Narayana lyengar were scattered all over. Some were in
Bangalore, Mumbai and some were out of India. We communicated the
idea to all and asked for their views. Every one readily agreed that it is a
good idea and we must go ahead. Thus Palalli M.A. Narayana lyengar
Charities was born in 1996.

In the first decade, the activity was confined largely to giving scholar-
ships and merit awards. Once we focused to expand our activities to
publish the works of Alwars, and conduct lec-dem on the works of Sri-
vaishnavism it reached many people.

To propagate the literary, lyrical beauty of the works of Alwars, we have
published the English translations of Tiruppavai and Tirupallandu. We
have also brought out an English translation of Sri Ramanujacharya's
Gadyatrayam. To aid reciting of Gadyatrayam an audio CD in a learner
mode was also released along with the book. To help the devotees visit-
ing Divya Deshas we have brought out in English a guide to 108
Divyadeshas.

Most of these publications have been in good demand and have been
reprinted.
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Our Publications

Here is a chart showing how the monies have been spent by the Trust:

Education

Publication

Summer Camp

Administration

Corpus

The path ahead has a very vast canvas for our participation and contri-
bution to society. We need to expend towards Education aid and also
strive to bring out more publications that highlight
our culture and tradition.

Your Donations to Palalli M.A. Narayana lyengar Charities are eligible
for income Tax exemption Under Sec 80G.
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25 years of glorious service in

Providing Scholarships to deserving students

Instituting Merit Awards in schools

Events highlighting Srivaishnava culture

Publication of spiritual works of Alwars

Partnering Summer camp for children and staff of
Seva Sadan

Donations to our Trust are exempted from Income Tax
under Section 80G(5) (vi) vide approval no.DITC BLR/
80G/23/AABTP3741 L/ ITOC-2/ vol 2013-2014 dated
25th July 2013
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